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ASME Student Chapter

ASME currently has hundreds of Student Sections around the world. ASME Student
Sections are chartered at engineering departments of colleges and universities around
the world with the following purposes:

• to promote the goals of the Society;
• to complement the curriculum of the educational institution;
• to offer mutual support in study, learning, and professionalism;
• to provide personal connections and communications within the Society andthe
profession; and
• to provide outreach and service to the society in general.

Our Vision: To be the premier organization for promoting the art, science and practice of
mechanical and multidisciplinary engineering and allied sciences to our diverse communities
throughout the world.

Our Mission: To promote and enhance the technical competency and professional well-being of
our members, and through quality programs and activities in mechanical engineering, better
enable its practitioners to contributeto the well-being of humankind.

In performing its mission, ASME continues to adhere to these core values:

• Embrace integrity and ethical conduct
• Embrace diversity and respect the dignity and culture of all people
• Nurture and treasure the environment and our natural and man-made
resources
• Facilitate the development, dissemination and application of engineering
knowledge
• Promote the benefits of continuing education and of engineering education
• Respect and document engineering history while continually embracing
change
• Promote the technical and societal contribution of engineers







Social Media Links

Instagram : https://www.instagram.com/asme_mescoe
Linkedin : https://www.linkedin.com/company/asme-mescoe/about

Events Conducted:
Sr.
No.

Date Event
1 10/07/2021 A webinar on ‘Roadmap to Civil Services’ by Mr. Adityaraje

Pawar
2 09/09/2021 A webinar on ‘Social Entrepreneurship’ by Mr. Lakshmikant

Singh
3 05/02/2022 Presentation Competition

Events Conducted under Revelation:

Sr.
No.

Date Event
1 18/04/2022 Circuit Designing

Competition
2 18/04/2022 Gaming Night
3 19/04/2022 Tech Quiz
4 20/04/2022 Creative Writing
5 21/04/2022 CAD War
6 22/04/2022 TED Talk
7 23/04/2022 Treasure Hunt
8 23/04/2022 Debate Competition

https://www.instagram.com/asme_mescoe
https://www.linkedin.com/company/asme-mescoe/about
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Date: 10/07/2021

Guest: Mr. Adityaraje Pawar
BEMechanical ( Assistant Commissionerof Income Tax, Bhopal) Indian
Revenue Services (Income Tax)

Aditya Daphal introduced the Guest to the audience and welcomed the Guest.

About the Guest: Completed Diploma in Mechanical Engineering and the Graduated from
MESCOE. He cleared the UPSC exam in 2017 and secured AIR 633 and then joined the Indian
Revenue Service at Bhopal.

1. Few important points discussed were:
i) Be clear about your goal and communicate with family members and teachers.
ii) Work hard and believe in yourself.
iii) Participate in co curricular activities and group discussions as they help in personal
development. Also work on development of skills.
iv) Learn skills from Internet that are related to your graduation field and search for
freelancing or internships forsome income which maybe used for future investment.

2. About Competitive Exams:
i) Prepare for different competitive examinations.
ii) Improve thinking ability, aptitude, communication skills and personality
development.
iii) Practice MCQs and regular revisions.
iv) Improve on Reading Skills.
v) Do regular exercise which improves confidence and helps to be energiized.
vi) Stay positive and be happy.



3. Few Practical Points discussed were:
i) Clockwork, Breaking loop of thoughts, bothering mind and competitionwith the
clock helps to focus and reduces stress.
ii) Create schedule and follow it strictly. Don’t leave anything.
iii) Meditation, Exercise, diet and enough sleep helps in improving the efficiency and
focus.

4. For self motivation:
i) Give positive instructions to mind.
ii) Frequently remind yourself about your aim.
iii) Remember it’s a journey and anyhow it is achievable.
iv) Always have a positive approach for your thoughts.
v) Read Newspaper
vi) Search for a quote and read it and share with friends as it gives positive energy.

Several questions asked by the attendees were answered by the guest.

Vote of Thanks was given by Shubham Medankar and the session was concluded.



The Guest delivering his thoughts.

The Participants for the Webinar.

The ASME Students Chapter
Committee
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Date: 9th September, 2021

Guest: Mr. Lakshmikant
SinghAlumni,
MESCOE
MSc in Environmental Management for Business from Cranfield University, UK.

Shubham Introduced the Guest of the Session.

About the Guest:
Mr. Lakshmikant Singh is Social Entrepreneur and Sustainability Advisorleading sustainability projects in
India,AfricaandEuropefocusedtowardsempoweringcommunitiesandconservingenvironment.

He is a researcher with multiple publications in renowned journals. Associate at European Sustainability
Academy,Greece.He is also aSpeaker atUNYoungChangeMakersConclave.

He has done his Bachelors from MES College of Engineering, Puneand them MSc in Environmental
Management forBusiness fromCranfieldUniversity, UKwith aMerit Bursary.

The session was then taken by the Guest.

Social Entrepreneurship:
Social Entrepreneurship is a Multidimensional construct involving the expression of entrepreneurially
virtuousbehaviourtoachieve thesocialmission, acoherentunityofpurpose andactioninthefaceof
moral complexity, the ability to recognize social value-creating opportunities and key decision-making
characteristics of innovativeness, proactiveness and risk-taking.

Build an Impactful business model around any persisting environmental or social problems.

Problem/Issues + Business Model = Social

EnterpriseThere are two types of People:



The Conventional typeof peoplepursue their MBA, Mastersorgofora job andhave 9to5WorkLife.
They earngoodmoneyand
astandardlivingforthemwhiletheUnconventionalPeopleworktowardssolvinga problem that you
careabout.Theybuildabusiness around it andworkhard tomake thechangeyouwant to see. Even they
makemoneyaswellas impactmillionsof lives.Andhenceare achangemaker.



Problems today...
World’srichest1%nowownmorewealththantherest99%puttogether.
2 billion people live on less than 3$/day
By2050, therewillmoreplasticthanfishinthesea.
UN has recently declared ‘Code Red for Humanity’

Also, the Facts…
Women around the world spend 12.5 billion hours on unpaid care of work every day.
Homemakers account for highest suicide rate in the country with 20,000 housewives coming suicide every
year.
India has one of the lowest Female workforce participation rates at just 22%.

About Moki:

MOKI is for-profit social enterprise, empowering homemakers/housewives by enabling them to sell their
special homemademeals via a unique mobile application.

Most Vulnerable Section of the society; Homemakers + Most profitable Business Sector; Food Service
Industry.

A customer selects from variety of meals prepared by homemakers on the platform. The Payment is either
done online or Cash on delivery is also accepted. The Homemaker then receives the order. Delivery partner
picks it upanddelivered to the customer.Out of totalmoney receivedperorder, 75% is transferred tothe
homemaker.

Impact of MOKI:
Helped 50 Homemakers, 1300+ Active Users, 3500+ Meals Sold and Average monthly income of
homemakers isRs.5000.ThisisalsorecognizedbytopSocialEnterprises in theWorld.

MOKI’s Vision Ahead:

 Gain Financial Independence
 Boost their morale, confidence and make their presence felt.
 Instilling entrepreneurial instinct in them
 Network of homemakers helping to drive social and environmental change.
 Work at the grass root level of society.



 Nation and global economic growth

At the end Speaker said…
“Ifyouthinkyoucareaboutthesameenoughtoworkhardfindingasolutionforit,SOCIAL
ENTREPRENEURSHIP is for YOU”.

Few Questions asked by the audience:

What are the problems of Social Entrepreneurship?
“Identify the opportunity on the different problems faced and once you start the good work, there
are a lot
of fundraisers to support you.”

How much time should one invest in an idea for problem before acting upon it? Because sustainable ideas
are rare and mostly require funds to begin with.
“Research about the problem and find a mentor and discuss the issues and different problems.
Then youcan start on a small scale and then expand it.”

What Strategy did you use?
“We don’t have a commercial Marketing. We started with Social Media Marketing Strategy. Then
partnered with nano influencers such as Food Bloggers and partnered with NGOs.”

Sir, can you please tell how you started during your college days?
“With the help of connections. They encouraged me to research which drove us to a lot of
research.”

As you help Underprivileged, what feedback do you get?
“Amazing Feedback are received from people.
During lockdown many houses were benefitted. There was a house in Gujarat where the man
used to run his house on the income generated by driving a Rikshaw daily. But due to lockdown it
was not operational.
Then the homemaker then started to her income for her house by providing meals by using the
MOKI
platform. “

How many homes have you helped?
“We have helped 50 homes so far and have targeted to reach a 1000 by the next year.”

Vote of Thanks was given by Vaishnavi and then the session was concluded.



The Guest Delivering His Thoughts

The Participants of the Webinar
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Date: 06/02/2022

Judges: Prof. V. N. Chougule
Prof. S. P. Gadewar

Faculty Co-ordinator: Prof. K. A. Mahajan
Total Registered Teams: 11

About the competition:
A total of 11 teams registered themselves for the competition organized by the ASME
Student Chapter, MESCOE. Topics for the presentation competition were IOT, Electric
Vehicles, 3D/4D Printing Technology, Advances in automotive industry, Augmented
reality and virtual reality, etc.

Team 1: Team Hustlers
Mayur Berad and Atharva Barde selected IOT topic for their competition.

Question:
What are basic components of IOT?
Answered by participant:
Sensors from which data is transmitted and android apps from which the device is
controlled.



Team 2: Team Rings
Meenal Gajanan Belulkar selected advances in automotive industry topic for the
presentation.

Question
Which are the leading manufactures in india regarding manufactures (4Wheelers)?
Answered by participant:
Maruti Suzuki and Toyato, Toyato doesn’t manufacture in india but it is the richest
manufacturing company.



Team 3: Team GENERATION X
Christy Biji Daniel and Simrit Kaur Gill selected Augmented reality and virtual realityas
their topic for the presentation.

Question:
Which is better according to you AR or VR?
Answered by participant:
At the moment AR is overpowering VR but in the next 10 years companies like
facebook and google are introducing a new concept called metaverse. So in coming10
years it would be complete Virtual Reality over Augmented Reality.

Team 4: Team Mitali Pardeshi
Mitali Pardeshi selected IOT as topic for her presentation competition.

Question:
What new developments you expect in IOT?
Answered by participant:
Developments like automation, the future of this life is automated fully like robotsand
self-driving cars are coming so IOT can help in this.



Team 5: Team High Flyer
Aditya Anil Kumawat selected Electric Vehicle as the topic for the presentation
competition.

Question:
What are the challenges in EV?
Answered by participant:
It is limited by range as there are not charging station in that much. It takes sometime
to charge.



Team 6: Team Sole Flyer
Sameer bisht selected Electric Vehicles as the topic for the presentation competition.

Question:
According to you tesla is in which category?
Answered by participant:
Tesla right now is in battery electric vehicle. They are totally battery based and not
hybrid at all.

Question:
What are the challenges in electric vehicle?
Answered by participant:
The challenge mainly in electric vehicle is the range. The electric batteries are not able to
provide the same amount of range that fuel tank would be able to provide. Sothat causes a
little bit efficiency problem. Charging station system is also weak which is also an
challenge in electric vehicle.



Team 7: Team Samruddhi Gaikwad and Rohan Chavan
Samruddhi Gaikwad and Rohan Chavan selected augmented reality and virtual realityas
the topic for the presentation competition.

Question:
If you want to do a project on this topic what skills will you require?
Answered by participant:
Basically coding skills are required and few designing skills like cad/cam.

Team 8: Team VENOM
Mitray Pandit and Sandesh Pabitwar selected augmented reality and virtual reality asthe
topic for the presentation competition.

Question:
What are the current challenges in this technology?
Answered by participant:
For virtual reality the headsets are quite heavy, we cannot wear them for a long timeso it is
not that convinent.



Judges along with committee members:
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Event Name: Video Blogging

Date: This event was conducted from 18th of April to 22nd of April, 2022.

In the Video Blogging contest, the participants had to prepare a video and submit it through Google
Forms. The participants were given the following topics for blogging:
i) College Life
ii) Travel/Food Blog
iii) Dance/Music
iv) Patriotic
v) Comedy
Participants were allowed to use tools like Instagram, Kingmaster, Inshot for making the videos.
The total duration for making the video was 1 minute. The event was conducted totally in online
mode.



An offline session was conducted for the participants to explain the Rules and Procedures to follow
throughout the competition.

The event was coordinated by:
i) Sayali Dhadge
ii) Pooja Deshpande

Sayali Dhadge introducing the event to the Participants



There were a total of 30 registrations while 11 video submissions were received through Google
Forms.

Event Coordinators Sayali Dhadge and Pooja Deshpande
Event Outcomes:
i) Enhanced creativity and content making among students.
ii) Opportunity to show hidden talent among students.



Event Name: Tedx MESCOE &Minutes of Laughter
1. Event Poster:

This event was conducted on 22nd of April from 3:00 pm onwards.
The event Tedx Mescoe Minutes of Laughter was conducted to bring amusement and entertainment
among the audience. The event uplifted audience’s energy through some stress-relieving comedy.
Also, some important career as well as growth tips were shared by the speakers. The event was
conducted in the Seminar Hall, MESCOE with the presence of faculty members as well.
Co-ordinators Vaishnavi Kalshetti and Rayyan Shaikh initiated and introduced the event to the
audience, then they even introduced the speakers to the audience.

A total of 95 students were enrolled for the eventFirstly, Tedx Mescoewas performed where Content
marketing specialist Yash Mangalwedhekar shared his life-journey and gave some worthy tips on
the topic of “Changing Academic stream to build a sustainable freelance career” followed by the
Stand-Up comedy by Rucha Gandhi who is a content creator, entertained the audience with her
comedy.



Later on, students of our own college gave a singing performance for all the students.
Finally, Vaishnavi Kalshetti gave the vote of thanks to the speakers as well the participants and
concluded the event.
Event Outcomes:
i) Lifelong Learning was obtained from both the speakers.
ii) Communication Skills



Event Name: Web Design

An offline meeting was conducted on 18th of April, 2022 in order to give instructions regarding the
event to the participants. While the deadline for online submission was 22nd of April, 2022 till 11:59
PM.
This event was an online event in which participants had to make a website design using softwares
like Figma, Canva, Adobe xd, Photoshop, Gimp or any other software of their choice. The best
design in terms of visual appearance and applied accessibility concepts applied wins.
The event heads for this event were:
i) Udya Girhepunje
ii) Almas Dinani

While the event coordinators were:
i) Gaurav Kulkarni
ii) Riya Ramteke



An offline session conducted to provide instructions to the participants

Uday Girhepunje, Event head giving instructions to the participants

23 students were registered for the event while 8 students actually submitted their designs.



Event Outcomes :

i) Engineering Knowledge: Students were able to apply the design principles and techniques, along
with knowledge of the fundamentals of maths and other concepts to make complex user interface
that speaks to its user.
ii) Modern tool usage: Students have used the industry standard softwares to make these user
interface/web designs.



Some of the Web Designs received from the participants

Winner: Sanket Anil Kadam was declared as the winner for this event.

The event coordinators for the event



Event Name: Gaming Night: Valorant

This was an online gaming event. This was organized specially to get a break from daily hectic
schedules of students. This game was played under the squad of 5 peoples in each group. A total of
9 teams participated and only 2 teams qualified for the final round.
The first game play was conducted on 18th of April, 2022 from 6pm to 11pm. Here 9 teams
competed with each other and 2 were qualified for the second round. The second round was
conducted on 19th of April at 10pm for the final round.
The game was conducted online with the help of discord server.



Team GCC was declared as the winner.

Event coordinators Ninad Saklunkhe, Chaitanya Chaudhari, Ankit Waikar and Jayesh Shewale



Event Name: CADWAR

This event was conducted on 21st of April, 2022 from 4:00pm to 4:45pm
It was conducted in offline mode. Autodesk Fusion360 CAD Software was allowed for the
competition.
Students participated in CAD War either by filling online registration form or by registering their
names at offline desk. 22 students participated by registering and __ were Spot entries. During the
competition, the participants were provided with two 2-D drawing sheets in which first was a simple
one, and second drawing was little complex. Participants were expected to convert both the 2D
drawings into 3D models. 5 sets of 2D drawing sheets were prepared in which the simple drawings
were in sets of 5 and complex drawing was same for everyone. Everyone reported in CAD Lab at
around 3.30pm. All the participants were allotted PC’s having CAD Software already installed in it
and were instructed to be ready with their login id and passwords in order to launch the software.
Attendance of the students was taken. At exact 4.00pm, the sheets were provided to participants and
they were ready to start with the modelling. Participants were provided with 45min of time duration
and were expected to complete the 3D modelling of both the drawings in given time only.



Chaitanya Chaudhari introducing the rules to the participants

A total of 20 students participated in the competition.

Event Head of this event:
i) Aditya Mahamuni

Event Coordinator of this event were:
i) Milind Patel



ii) Chaitanya Chaudhari
iii) Ninad Salunkhe

Event Outcomes:

a) To interpret, analyze and solve engineering technical drawings.
b) Exhibit competency in two-dimensional, and solid-modeling skills as applied to complex
computer-aided design technology.
c) Perform effectively as an individual, and have ability to be independent to solve technical
engineering mathematical problems and gain life-long learning.
d) Using modern CAD Tools like Autodesk Fusion 360, to create simple and complex solid 3D
geometries from technical drawings by applying designing principles.
e) Demonstrate an understanding of the role and function of computers and effectively use the
computer to solve complex technical problems.
Winners:

First Rank: Abulhasan Arab



Event Coordinators: Ninad Salunkhe, Aditya Mahamuni, Chaitanya Chaudhari, Milind Patel



Event Name: Poster Presentation

The event Poster Presentation was conducted to enhance the research and understanding skills of a
topic. Students who enrolled for the event had to portray research-based presentation of their work.
The event was conducted in Online mode and students had to submit their work through Google
form.
This event was leaded by:
i) Pooja Deshpande
ii) Sayali Dhadge
and was coordinated by:
i) Atharva Barde.



A total of 20 participants had participated in this event.
Event Outcomes:
i) Participants learnt how to gain creative content and present it using various resources.ii) They
were given such topics which would help them to gain knowledge about a specific domain.



Event Name: Debate Competition

The Debate Competition was organized in two rounds, the first was elimination round and second
was the final round.

Score out of fifty was given by judges based on criteria as follows:
i) Knowledge
ii) Confidence and Language
iii) Evidence and Reasoning
iv) Organization of Content
v) Etiquettes
Top two teams from elimination rounds were taken to the final round.
In final round there was 40-40 % weightage to both judges and 20% weightage was to audience poll.

Both the events were conducted in an offline mode.
The elimination round was conduced in 113 while the final round was conducted in 514.



The event coordinators of this event were:
i) Hemchandra Kadu
ii) Mayur Berad
iii) Ankit Waikar
iv) Pratik Deshmukh

Hemchandra Kadu introducing the event

A total of 8 teams (16 participants) participated in the event.



The elimination round being conducted

The Final Round

The winners for this event were:
1st – Manav Mandal and Manish More with a score of 38.6 points.
2nd – Jui Kulkarni ani Viashnavi Sharma with a score of 37.6 points.



Pratik Deshmukh delivering the Vote of Thanks

Event Coordiators Hemachandra Kadu, Pratik Deshmukh, Chaitanya Chaudhari, Mayur Berad and
Ankit Waikar

Event Outcomes:
i) To enable students to develop their knowledge and skills across the range of disciplines.

ii) To prepare students for soft skill with good communication, ethical values and ability to work in
a team.



iii) To prepare students to strengthen their knowledge and skill through self-learning abilities
throughout their professional career as well as to pursue higher education.



Event Name: Circuit Design

Circuit Design event was conducted on 18 April 2022, Monday, between 4.00pm to 4.30pm on
google meet. It was conducted in online mode. Tinker Cad, MatLab, Multisim, Proteus, Software
was allowed for the competition. Students participated in circuit design either by filling online
registration form or by registering their names at offline desk. 22 students participated by registering



and were Spot entries. They have submitted their circuit designs till 19th April 12 pm. after 12pm
google forms got closed and participants has successfully submitted their work
Top 2 Winners were decided on the basis of Time required to complete, Steps followed in circuit
design and Accuracy of circuit
The event was conducted online on Google Meet platform.
The coordinators for this event were:
i) Sneha Wanve
ii) Ruchika Bhoyar

Sneha Wanve introducing the event to the participants

Coordinators of the event

Event Outcomes:
i) To interpret, analyze and solve engineering Electrical circuits
ii) Students were able to understand about circuit design
iii) Perform effectively as an individual, and have ability to be independent to solve electrical
circuites on softwares and gain life-long learning.
iv) Using modern Tools like tinkercad, MatLab, proteus, multisim, they have made circuite design.



v) Students has a basic idea about circuits and hands on difficulties which we face during
implementation of circuits.

Winners Circuit Design

Winners:
1st : Priyanka Lakaria
2nd: Rutuja Jadhav, Kalyani Pravin Khapale



Dr.K.A.Mahajan
Faculty

Co-ordinator

Dr.V.N.Chougule
HOD,Mechanical
Engineering Dept.

Dr.M.P.Dale
Vice-principal

Dr.S.S.Sarwade
Principal
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